NOTES:

1. NO RELAY NEEDED FOR 2 TRANSFER SWITCHES MORE THAN 2 REQUIRE A RELAY MOUNTED IN THE GENERATOR CONTROL PANEL.

2. WIRE IS A FROM TERMINAL 12 OF TBI WILL CHARGE TO 194A AFTER TERMINATION IN RTSN 1
194A WILL THEN CONTINUE TO THE LAST TRANSFER SWITCH.

3. RELAY - GENERAC PART NO. OC3211E
   (12 VAC COIL, CONTACTS RATED 10 AMP 240 Vac)
   RELAY SOCKET - GENERAC PART NO. OC3211G
   (8-PIN DUAL, 300 V)
   FUSE ATX TYPE 5 AMP (150 V) - GENERAC PART NO. BE7403A
   FUSE HOLDER W/8" WIRE LOOP - GENERAC PART NO. BE7402